GIS REPORT
2014

KING GEORGE COUNTY
DEPARI'MILNTIO

COMMUNIIY DVELOPM[NT

Monthly Summary

January
* Worked on mobile mapping application (GeoLynx) issues for Fire Department
and the Sheriff s Office.
* Created map for Commonwealth Attorney for trial.
* Provided maps to Economic Development for prospective clients.
* Printed site maps for County Administration.
February
* Input water, sewer, and stormwater infrastructure data into the local government
model for Monmouth Village using CAD data and recorded subdivision plans.
* Created maps for County Builder's Fair display.
* Printed emergency service zone maps for the Sheriff s Office.
* Provided fire hydrant maps to the Fire Department.
March
* Updated Sheriff zones using address points.
* Created mapping packages in the mobile mapping software for the Fire
Department and the Sheriffs Office.
* Wrote and submitted scope of services needed for Automated Vehicle Location
software to be used in the Fire Department and the Sheriffs Office.
* Coordinated FEMA floodplain mapping updates and meetings.
April
*
*
*
*
*
*
May
*
*
*
*

Uploaded 2013 aerial imagery to the OnlineGIS.
Provided drive-time mapping and analysis to the Fire Department.
Addresses were geocoded from a Verizon phone database for Emergency Services
to include in their Citywatch program.
Created amenities map for Economic Development and Parks & Recreation.
Reorganized GIS into multiple file geodatabases; deleting and cleaning up files,
folders, and data structures.
Mapped and analyzed precinct data for the Registrar.

Completed transition of parcel maintenance program from a partial AutoCAD
solution to a complete GIS solution, ending third party MSAG Inc. involvement.
Uploaded GIS data to the Virginia Geographic Information Network.
Provided maps to Parks & Recreation.
Updated projects and mobile mapping application (GeoLynx) routing for the Fire
Department and the Sheriffs Office.
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May contd

*
*
June
*
*
*
*

Created three tourist brochure map options for Economic Development and Parks
& Recreation.
Updated and fixed annotation/label issues for zoning maps.

Updated Resource Protection Area map using two perennial flow reports.
Input water, sewer, and stormwater infrastructure data into the local government
model for Westbury using CAD data and recorded subdivision plans.
Created three drive-time maps for the Fire Department using King George
County, NSWC, and neighboring county road data (including Maryland).
Exported PowerPoint images of public hearing maps for community
Development.

July
*

Input water, sewer, and stormwater infrastructure data into the local government
model for Monmouth Woods using CAD data and recorded subdivision plans.
* Troubleshooting of GeoComm packages and projects for mobile mapping project
(GeoLynx) updates.
* Updated three tourist brochure map options for Economic Development and Parks
& Recreation for Board of Supervisor's meeting.
* Input water, sewer, and stormwater infrastructure data into the local government
model for the Gateway Center using CAD data and recorded subdivision plans.

August
* Updated tax maps (6) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
* Updated business layer with business listings from Commissioner of the Revenue
spreadsheets.
* Addresses were geocoded from a Verizon phone database for Emergency Services
to include in their Citywatch program.
* Presented PSAP E-911 grant to acquire Automated Vehicle Location software for
dispatch and emergency vehicles to the Board of Supervisors.
* Setup FEMA open house in Board Room for county residents regarding new
FEMA floodplain maps.
* Created map of fiber assets for GWRC and Information Technology.
September
* Reviewed and began integration of Navy base GIS data into county GIS.
* Submitted PSAP E-911 grant to acquire Automated Vehicle Location software for
dispatch and emergency vehicles.
* Attended Virginia GIS conference in Richmond.
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September cont'd
* Imported, reformatted, geocoded, and mapped fire and rescue incidents from 2013
for the Fire Department.
* Created map of Taylorsville Basin for committee member.
October
* Created VDOT mile marker map for the Commissioner of the Revenue.
* Input water, sewer, and stormwater infrastructure data into the local government
model for Mary Washington University using CAD data and recorded subdivision
plans.
* Setup septic pump-out database, maps, and labels for Shiloh 2nd notices.
* Provided maps for Economic Development to provide to prospective clients.
November
* Imported, reformatted, geocoded, and mapped fire and rescue incidents from 2012
for the Fire Department.
* Attended webinar on NG911.
* Provided GWRC with King George County vertical asset GIS data.
* Setup septic pump-out database, maps, and labels for Courthouse 2nd run.
* Updated tax maps (6) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
* Finished review and integration of Navy base GIS data into county GIS.
* Acquired and installed new GIS PC through PSAP E-911 grant.
* Upgraded ArcGIS from 10.1 to 10.2.2.
December
* Updated tax maps (10) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
* Senate maps were created for the Registrar.
* Created maps and analysis for potential new Fire Department station.
* Attended two day Timmons class in Richmond on ArcGIS Online.
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Li't of accom plih11

nt11cit

*

Filled 24 GIS data requests from extel t I/ ni/t I>n

*

Made 237 address changes to the GIS.

*

Made 12 road changes to the GIS, adding 4 ncxr\

*

555 parcels changed in the tax maps (using plat,.

*

Submitted PSAP E-911 grant for Automated Vehicl I oction'oiflwvirein

d

Sheriff s Office and emergency vehicles.
*

Coordinated FEMA open house for new floodplainmapping.

*

Acquired new GIS PC through PSAP E-911 grant.

*

Supported the Economic Development Authority with

aps and analysis for

economic development.
*

Supported the Commonwealth Attorney with maps for trials.

*

Supported the Sheriffs Office with maps for cases.

*

Supported the Clerk ofthe Courts and the Commissioner ofthe Revenue with
quarterly Tax Maps.

*

Supported the Department of Community Development with their septic pump
program, updated zoning maps, and maps for public hearings.

Over the course of 2014, GIS projects and maps were worked on for the Board of
Supervisors, Planning Commission, County Administration, Commonwealth Attorney.
Department of Community Development, Emergency Services, Parks and Recreation,
Registrar, Service Authority, Sheriffs Office, Economic Development, Fire & Rescue,
and citizens.
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GIS Additions

GIS Expenditures (
1.
2.
3.
4.

PerennialFlow Report

)

Fire & Rescue Incident Hot Spot Map

OnlineGIS maintenance- $5,995 (MSAG)
ArcGIS licenses (2) and extensions (3) Support - $5,617 (ESRI)
OfficeGIS Support - $4,455 (MSAG)
Plotter Supplies (5 Paper, 3 Ink, 3 print heads) - $773 (Symmetry Services)

Future Projects
1. Coordinate implementation of new E-911 mapping system in dispatch and new E911 maintenance system in the Office of Community Development.
2. Continue work on water, sewer, and storm infrastructure data.
3. Leverage ArcGIS Online, creating useful applications for multiple departments.
4. Redefine GIS quarterly update processes for efficiency and thoroughness.
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GIS REPORT
2010

KING GEORGE COUNTY
1~

iv

Monthly Summary
January
* Attended Census open house and Census Complete Count meeting in
Fredericksburg.
* Created maps for Economic Development.
* Provided aerial imagery mapping for Emergency Services.
* Made PowerPoint images for Planning Commission meeting.
February
* Placed Census informational materials on County website.
* Reviewed Census data CDs.
* Updated tax maps (17) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
* 7 updates were made to the zoning maps for the quarterly update.
* Addresses were geocoded from a Verizon phone database for Emergency Services
to include in their Citywatch program.
March
* Created commercial projects maps for Community Development.
* Made Parks and Recreations maps for Wayside park replacement.
* Attended GWRC GIS workshop.
April
*
*
*
May
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

GPS'd new fire hydrants and updated fire hydrant maps.
Developed plan and mapping for addition of geodetic control monuments.
Provided address labels and database updates for septic pump out program.

Updated community services, fire hydrants, and fire rescue lavers on th.
Onlinegis as part of quarterly update.
Uploaded an updated school zone map to the County websitc
Provided an updated Metrocast coverage map to County Adnistiitio n
Started RPA perennial flow project, using perennial flow reports as sou.
Addresses were geocoded from a Veriz'n
Jiuinxv 1tb t Ii
imcv\e

Perforied QA/QC on new geodetic control monuments andnupdtcd theap>
and website.
Built image catalogs for 2009 imagery, including infrareds.
Provided imagery for Emergency Service's emergency prcearcdnc
oricct.

June cont'd
Updated tax maps (16) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
July
* Provided maps for the Planning Commission's public hearings.
* Made industrial park map for Economic Development.
* Created traffic lights layer.
August
* Attended GIS conference in Richmond.
* Created a 50 acre potential development map for Economic Development.
* Reviewed landuse development map for GWRC's Community Viz project.
September
* Updated tax maps (7) were provided to the Clerk of the Courts and the
Commissioner of the Revenue.
* Filled Kimley Horn data request for Community Viz project.
* Added and updated comment field in address layer.
* Addresses were geocoded from a Verizon phone database for Emergency Services
to include in their Citywatch program
October
* Presented Community Viz presentation/demo to planning commission.
* Provided building square footage by zoning district to Economic Development.
* Attended ESRI training in Richmond for ArcGIS 10.
November
* Continued scanning/digitization work on RPA perennial flow proje
* Attended redistricting seminar at MW campus in Fredericksburg.
* Updated and uploaded roads. subdivision. and zoning maps to CotII
DecembK
*
*
*

Created database, address list, and mailing labels for Commun Ik
m
Passapatanzy district septic pump out project.
Coordinated the updating of all geodetic control datasheets to the NAD 83(2007)
datum and uploaded to County website.
Completed 3-day Community Viz training at the Mary Washington computer labm
in Fredericksbure.

List of accomplishments
*

Plotted 68 maps for staff and citizens.

*

Filled 21 GIS data requests from external organizations.

*

Made 136 address changes to the GIS.

*

Added 14 new roads to the GIS.

*

COGOd 208 parcels in the tax maps (using plats).

*

GPS'd 351 manhole covers for the GIS.

*

Made 27 changes to the zoning maps.

*

Supported the Economic Development Authority with maps and analysis for
economic development.

*

Supported the Commonwealth Attorney with maps for trials.

*

Supported the Sheriffs Office with maps for drug raids.

*

Supported the Clerk of the Courts and the Commissioner of the Revenue with
quarterly Tax Maps.

*

Supported the Department of Community Development with their septic pump
program and provided them with a set of zoning maps.

*

Applied for an E-91 Iwireless grant for a Plotter and GPS unit.

Over the course of 2010, GIS projects and maps were worked on for the Board of
Supervisors, County Administration, Commonwealth Attorney, Department of
Community Development, Engineering, Emergency Services, Parks and Recreation.
Planning Commission, Registrar, Service Authority, Sheriffs Office, Economic
Development Authority. Fire/Rescue, and citizens.
Layer Additions
1. Traffic light layer - Staff
2. Manholes (in progress) - Staff
3. Perennial flow RPAs (in progress) - Staff
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GIS Expenditures(

1anholes and Traffic Lights

)

Perennial low RIs

1. Monumentation -$7,500 (Geometrics)
2.
3.
4.
5.

OnlineGIS maintenance- $5,995 (MSAG)
ARCGIS/Spatial Analyst Support - $4,700 (ESRI)
OfficeGIS Support - $4,455 (MSAG)
Plotter Supplies (2 Paper/ ! Ink) - $150 (lfG)

Future Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manhole project (on-going).
Continue RPA (on-going) layer.
Create Trails layers.
Create transmission line layer.
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GIS REPORT
2007

KING GEORGE COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Overview-

In January, additional fire hydrants were GPSd, added to the GIS, and then forwarded to
Emergency Services, for inclusion into their database. Economic Development mapping2
was completed for Administration. A Metrocast coverage map was created for the
Administration's wireless broadband project. Maps were created for the Commonwealth

Attorney regarding a new ordinance for sexually oriented businesses,
In February, MSAG quarterly updates were finalized and sent in for the E-911 data and
OnlineGIS. Drug enforcement maps were updated for the Commonwealth Attorney.
In March, updated tax maps (17) were plotted for the Commissioner of Revenue and
Clerk of the Courts. GIS staff attended the Virginia Information and Technologies
Agency's Road CenterLine workshop. Redistricting maps were plotted for the Registrar.
Completed fire/rescue zone maps for Emergency Services.
In April, maps were completed for the Department of Community Development showing
traffic counts for a study involving the use of golf carts in Fairview Beach. Work
continued with the zoning map digitization project. The subdivision map was updated
and plotted. Reviewed the aerial photography from the State's fly-over in March of
2006.
In May, created site analysis maps for Administration for a prospective client. Continued
work on zoning digitization map project. Dahlgren district map was plotted for the Board
of Supervisors. Addresses were geocoded from a Verizon phone database for Emergency
Services to include in their Citywatch program. Plotted area maps for the Sheriff's
Office to use in drug raids.
In June, the zoning map digitization project was finished. Plotted and binded 45 large
scale zoning maps for the Office of Community Development. Added zoning layer to
OnlineGIS. MSAG quarterly updates were finalized and sent in for the E-911 data and
OnlineGIS. Updated tax maps (25) were plotted for the Commissioner of Revenue and
Clerk of the Courts. Created maps for the Department of Community Development to
use in a Planning Commission meeting.
In July, completed maps of the Industrial Park for the Administration. Plotted maps for
the Sheriff's Office for a 4th of July water party at Fairview Beach. Created evacuation
maps for Emergency Services. Worked with the Virginia Information and Technology
Agency on issues with the aerial photography and contour data that they submitted to the
County.
In August, provided maps for a public hearing on a possible noise ordinance. Staff
attended a metadata workshop provided by the Virginia Information and Technology
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Agency. Coordinated Local Update of Census Data project with the Census Bureau.
Demo'd the OnlineGIS for the Health Department staff and provided them with updated
tax maps. Used the GIS to determine how many properties in the County were on septic
fields for the Department of Community Development.
In September, added second Arcinfo license to the GIS for the GIS analyst. Additional
fire hydrants were GPSd and added to the GIS, and forwarded to Emergency Services, for
inclusion into their database. MSAG quarterly updates were finalized and sent in for the
E-911 data and OnlineGIS. Updated tax maps (19) were plotted for the Commissioner of
Revenue and Clerk of the Courts. Created propagation maps for the Administration's
wireless broadband project.
In October, created YMCA maps for Administration to use in a public hearing. Plotted
maps of the fire/rescue zones for Emergency Services. Mapped potential economic
development sites for Administration. Provided maps for the Parks and Recreation
Department.
In November, provided analysis and mapping of economic development for
Administration. Started E-911 Wireless Board grant process for OfficeGIS, Tablet GIS,
new computer, and training. Added 4 foot contours and 2006 aerial photography to the
OnlineGIS.
In December, setup spreadsheet for septic pump out program for the Department of
Conununity Development. Queried out Dahlgren district properties with septic systems
and printed out mailing labels for letters. Setup geodetic control project for the addition
of monuments to the County. Queried and mapped all commercial and Industrial
properties in the County for an economic development project.
List of accomplishments
*

Plotted 328 maps for staff and citizens.

*

Filled 29 GIS data requests from external organizations.

*

Issued 368 addresses to the GIS.

*

Added 12 new roads to the GIS.

*

Made 516 changes to the tax maps.

*

Added 277 parcels to the GIS.

*

GPSd 349 buildings, roads, and other objects for the GIS.

*

Made 43 edits to the zoning maps.
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*

Added 4 foot contours, zoning, and 2006 aerial imagery to GIS and OnlineGIS.

*

Supported the Deputy County Administrator with maps and analysis for economic
development.

*

Supported the Commonwealth Attorney with maps for a noise enforcement
ordinance and maps for a sexually oriented business amendment.

*

Supported the Sheriffs Office with maps for drug raids.

*

Supported the Clerk of the Courts and the Commissioner of the Revenue with
quarterly Tax Maps.

*

Supported the Department of Community Development with their septic pump
program and provided them with a set of zoning maps.

*

Submitted a GIS grant to the E-911 wireless board for OfficeGIS, TabletGIS, a
workstation, and training.

Over the course of 2007, GIS projects and maps were worked on for the Board of
Supervisors, County Administration, Commonwealth Attorney, Department of
Community Development, Engineering, Emergency Services, Parks and Recreation
Planning Commission, Registrar, Service Authority, Sheriffs Office, and citizens.
Laver Additions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Zoning - MSAG/in-house
4 FT contours - VITA/State
2006 aerial imagery - VITA/State
DTMs - VITA/State
School Drug zones - in-house
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I 'Z
Zoning Map

*-

4-Ft ContourMap

GIS Expenditures ($32,557)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Zoning digitization project - $8,303 (MSAG).
Additional Arcinfo license - $7,514 (ESRI)
OnlineGIS maintenance- $5,748
County Monumentation project - $5,400 (Geometries).
ARCGIS/Spatial Analyst Support - $3,605 (ESRI).
Imagery and contour data - $1,040 (MSAG)
GIS Conference (Roanoke) - $447
-Plotter Supplies (6 Paper/ 4 Ink) - $500 (ITG).

Future Projects
1. Migrate data into Geodatabase.
2. Create Sidewalk and Trails layers.
3. Scan Historical Imagery into GIS.
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Memorandum

C

TO:

Dennis Kerns, Interim County Administrator

THRU:

Jack Green, AICP
Director of Community Development

FROM:

Kyle Conboy
GIS Coordinator

DATE:

July 11, 2002

SUBJECT:

GIS workplan

y

Introduction
This document will outline a workplan for implementing a Geographic Information
System (GIS) for King George County. A GIS is a mapping system involving data input,
analysis, updating, and output. The success of a GIS is dependent upon commitment of
resources, availability/quality of data, and a clear objective of how it is to be used.
King George County is one of the last counties in the Rappahannock Area Development
Commission (RADCO) region to start the development of a GIS. This means that there
is a lot of work to be done to get to the point of a functioning GIS. This also means that
m
King George County has the benefit of using the surrounding counties &:i
resource. In essence, King George County can learn from their mistakes.
The time needed to implement a GIS is dependant upon the resources allocated towards
the system. Currently GIS related tasks are done by two staff persons, both of whom are
only part-time to GIS. In the future, the GIS time requirements for these two staff
members will increase. Additional staff will be needed as maintenance required of the
GIS increases. With the resources currently allocated to the Department of Community
Development, a 2-5 year GIS implementation is a reasonable goal.
History
The King George GIS started in 1990 with the implementation of anemergency 911

mapping system. MSAG Consultants was contracted to implement their Eagle 911
system. Aerial photography was flown to develop planimetrics (physical features
captured from imagery) for the 911 system. The Eagle Software uses AutoCAD software
for input of roads and addresses but runs on a customized Arcview interface. A staff
member in the office of Community Development maintains the roads and addresses.
In early 2001, AMCAD consultants was contracted to conduct a GIS needs assessment
for King George County. The 71 page document outlines a plan for GIS development by
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highlighting interviews with county departments and determining individual departmental
needs. The document concludes by outlining possible implementation plans.
In September of 2001, King George County received a National County grant for ESRI
GIS software. This grant included one copy of Arcinfo 8.1 and Spatial Analyst (ArcGIS
extension). Maintenance costs for these products are the responsibility of the County.
In October of 2001, the Virginia Geographic Information Network (VGIN) announced
the Virginia Base Mapping Plan. Through the VBMP, King George County will receive
free aerial photography for the County at a scale of 1:200 or 1:400 depending on that
area's classification (Figurel). VGIN also has GIS software that is available via the
Internet to help Counties work with GIS and extend their capabilities.
In November 2001, King George County hired a GIS Coordinator/Planner. Below are
some of the tasks that have been completed by the GIS Coordinator:
* Purchased PC with the ability to run robust GIS software and handle large RAM
intensive images.
* Installed/Setup GIS software (Arcinfo 8.1, Spatial Analyst).
* Purchased HP Designjet 800PS large format plotter for printing maps.
* Purchased Global Positioning System (GPS) unit for recording accurate Cont
features.
* Implemented GPS program for inputting of County road/building features i'I
GIS.
* Integrated the 22 Rappahannock Area Development Commission maps/data from
the King George County 2000 comprehensive Plan.
* Mapped 2000 Census Data (Figure 2).
* Published 24 Comprehensive Plan and Census data maps on the County's Intenet
site.
* Developing metadata (information about each layer).
* Setup data sharing agreements with neighboring Counties and state organizations.
Current and Future Projects
The emphasis of the GIS in the first six months has been on hardware/software

acquisition. During this time the GIS Coordinator has also been in contact with various
departments and remains committed to continuing to extend its services with other offices
within the County. The following projects are in order of priority to the GIS Coordinator.
Parcel Layer
King George County is in the process of having the tax maps digitized. This process will
enable the tax maps to be updated and plotted in-house. This process will also give King
George County a parcel layer for the GIS. A parcel layer is an integral base layer for a
GIS in planning applications. Coordinate Geometry will be used by the contractor to
improve the accuracy of the tax maps. Due to accuracy concerns regarding the tax maps
(recorded by hand) 1500 digital plats will be used to help tie in the parcels to known
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features (existing roads). The expected delivery of the digitized tax maps is the end of
2003.
Once the parcel layer is received, data from the proprietary Bright system (property
information) can be joined to further analysis and mapping. Maintenance of the parcel
layer will require daily updating and coordination with other departments and
constitutional officers.
Zoning Layer
Once the parcel layer is received, a zoning layer can be created through the Bright
System database. By using the parcel layer with the Bright System database, a zoning
layer can be queried out and created. It is expected that this project can be completed inhouse. The time-frame will depend on the thoroughness of the Bright system database
(as to zoning classifications/parcel).
Water and Sewer
Work has already been started on incorporating the existing water and sewer lines into
the GIS. AutoCAD files from Draper Aden have been converted to GIS format. Future
facilities data will be collected and incorporated into the system. GPS work will be use('
to update data to an acceptable level of accuracy.
Emergency Services
After meeting with Emergency Services, several items were identified to facilitate the
GIS to support the efforts of personnel in response to an emergency. A more
comprehensive fire hydrant database showing flow and main size attachment needs to be
developed. The GPS will be used to update the current layer, comprised of only 74
Maps showing run zones, fire reports, powerplant notifications and
hydrants.
evacuations, fire stations, fire/rescue zones, current population, and extreme hazardous
materials would also be useful and could be developed.
Internet GIS
~'WD
will allow the county workers and the citizens to access (query, buffer, and map) th
parcel, zoning, floodplain, roads, buildings, and any other public information the count
wants to share with the public. Internet GIS is a way to provide instant product back to
the public and has a high approval rating and return on investment in counties such as
Using Internet GIS, a web usei
Culpeper (http://www.onlinepis.net/VaCulpeper/).
would be able to find out answers to the following questions: the acreage of a parcel, the
zoning of a parcel, how far a parcel is from the100-year floodplain, what school district a
parcel is in, and how to get to the Courthouse from work. This will greatly expand publiC
access to parcel information.

Ultimately K...,

Support and Future Services
As the GIS grows, more applications will become apparent from various departments.
The GIS Coordinator will continue to meet with the various departments to determine
possible needs and to incorporate those needs into the system. Currently the development
of the county GIS has followed the path outlined in the GIS needs analysis.

Appendix 1. List of GIS Maps on Comnninity Developments Website.

Map 1- Policy Areas (298 KB)
Map 2- Utility Policy Areas (215 KB
Map 3- Corridor Plan, Intermediate (227 KB)
Map 3A- Corridor Plan, Long Tern (227 KB)
Map 4- Land Cover (345 KB)
Map 5- Existing Land Use (247 KB)
Map 6- Subdivisions (265 KB)
Map 8- Soil Associations (274 KB)
Map 9- Permeable Soils (260 KB)
Map 10- Soil Constraints (928 KB)
Map 11- Erodible Soils (383 KB)
Map 12- Sub-Watersheds (230 KB)
Map 13- Shoreline Erosion
Map 14- Floodplains (443 KB)
Map 15- NWI & Fisheries (422 KB)
Map 16- Potential Pollution (272 KB)
Map 17- Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area (415 KB)
Map 18- Composite Physical Constraints (893 KB)
Map 19- Functional Classification (232 KB)
Map 20- VDOT Comparison (235 KB)
Map 21- Six Year Plan (185 KB)
Map 22- Historic Sites (276 KB)
King George County census block delineations. (104 KB)
King George County census block delineations with number of employees per
employer. (180 KB)
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Figure 1: State Aerial
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KING GEORGE COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS'AGENDA
Meeting Date: June 4, 2002
Item Number:Lo21)
Subject: Tax Map Conversion

County Administrator'sComments: This represents the first step required to establish the

County's GIS system. By using MSAG to provide this service we will be able to obtain the
services of a vendor who has assisted the County for the past 12 years in establishing E911
addresses.
County Administrator:
Board Action Requested: Authorize the County Administrator to enter into a contract with
MSAG Data Consultants in the total amount of $70,263.00 to digitize the County's tax maps.
Summary of Information: For the County to begin establishing a GIS system, one of the first
steps is to have the tax maps digitized. MSAG Data Consultants has worked with the County
for 12 years providing E911 addressing and maps. MSAG can also provide the services to
digitize the County's tax maps; however, its contract with the County is over 12 years old. Staff
has contacted other jurisdictions and determined that MSAG has existing competitively awarded
contracts to provide similar services. As local governments may piggyback on other
jurisdictions' contracts, staff is recommending that the County piggyback on the current contract
between MSAG and Southampton County in the amount of $70,263.00.
Included in the package of information you will find a report from Mr. Lovett outlining his review
as well as a proposed contract with MSAG that has been reviewed and approved as to form by
the Interim County Attorney.
Finance Director's Comments: Funds are available in the Capital Improvements Fund
Undesignated Reserve. A budget transfer has been prepared and included in the Consent
Agenda to transfer $70,263 from this line item to Technology Upgrades within the Capital
Improvements Fund.
Finance Director: e
Prepared by: Tom Lovett
Attachments:

X

Yes

rect
Title: Purchasing Agent
No

King George County
Memorandum

To:

Dennis Kems
Interim County Adminisfa or

From:

Tom Lovett

I.

Purchasing Agent
Date:

May 1", 2002

Re:

Tax Map Conversion

You asked for my review and recommendation regarding the Department of
Community Development's proposal to amend an existing professional services
contract to permit MSAG Data Consultants to provide digitized parcel maps for
10,554 parcels in King George County. Their proposal is to modify an apparent
existing professional services contract originally let in 1990.
I have reviewed the proposal and suggest that to amend, what amounts to, a 12
year old agreement may not agree with the intent of the prevailing procurement
regulations and I or the County's Purchasing Ordinance to maximize competition.
However, I understand the request of the Department to obtain these services
from a vendor that has assisted the County for the past 12 years, and to assure
that all of the deliverable products are compatible with previously delivered goods
and services.
I have inquired with other jurisdictions and find that this firm has existing
competitively awarded contracts to provide similar goods and services. In
accordance with the VACo General Counsel opinion, dated September 16, 1998,
and attached as EXHIBIT A, Local Governments are permitted to piggyback on
other jurisdictions contracts. Accordingly, The County of Southampton has a
currently existing, competitively awarded, contract with MSAG for the same
services.
I have reviewed the competitively awarded pricing structure contained in that
contract, and compared it, along with another similar pricing structure for those
same services and find that the pricing structure proposed by MSAG to the

County of King George is consistent with the competitively awarded pricing
structure. I have attached at Exhibit B, a comparison of the prices quoted by
MSAG to three local jurisdictions. Please note that the prices offered by MSAG to
the County of King George are better that even those obtained by the County of
Southampton through the competitive process.
I therefore recommend that we piggyback the Southampton contract, and that the
Board of Supervisors approve the attached (at EXHIBIT C) contract CD-02-0004
with MSAG, which has been reviewed as to form by the interim County Attorney.

